University begins search for new VP for research

By Clara B. Cox

The university has formed a committee to begin a national search for a new vice president for research, a position that has been filled on an interim basis since April 1, when Leonard K. Peters stepped down.

“The new vice president will guide and shape our steps toward achieving the ambitious research and scholarship goals that we set in the strategic plan. From overseeing an infrastructure supportive of the research enterprise to articulating a vision that draws upon our considerable strengths and helps move us forward, the right candidate will have an opportunity to make a significant difference for Virginia Tech,” said Mark McNamee, university provost and vice president for academic affairs, who chairs the search committee.

The committee held its first meeting on October 3 to review the search process, finalize the position announcement, outline qualifications, and set a timetable for its work.

In addition to McNamee, members of the 20-member search committee are Hassan Aref, dean, College of Engineering; Jim Berkson, assistant professor of fisheries and wildlife sciences; Ery Blythe, vice president for information technology; Karen DePauw, dean of the Graduate School and vice provost for graduate studies; Delbert Jones, lab specialist in the College of Veterinary Medicine; Bob Lang, research associate professor for the Virginia Tech Mortgage Corporation; Madia, executive vice president of laboratory operations for the Battelle Memorial Institute; George Morgan, professor of finance and director of the Center for Wireless Telecommunications; Saied Mostaghimi, head of the Department of Biological Systems Engineering; Joseph Pitt, head of the department of philosophy and chair of the Commission on Research; Sharron Quisenberry, dean of the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences; Dave Richardson, director of the Office of Sponsored Programs; Judy Riffle, professor of chemistry; Karen Roberto, director of the Center for Gerontological; Gerhardt Schurig, interim dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine; Bruno Sobral, director of the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute; John Tyson, university distinguished professor of biology; Mike Vorster, professor of civil and environmental engineering and director of the National Laboratory for Applied and Computational Sciences; Bonnie Wolfenden, postdoctoral fellow in plant pathology, physiology, and weed science.

McNamee asked that all members of the university community, faculty, staff, students, and alumni, identify outstanding candidates and forward nominations to the committee by contacting him at mmcnamee@vt.edu.

State universities combine forces for National LambdaRail

By Jean Elliott

With heated global competition, the United States is in a marathon race to maintain an edge in fundamental areas of research and innovation. The National LambdaRail (NLR) initiative is expected to provide critically needed high-speed network infrastructure for the next generation of research.

Going beyond Internet and Internet2 technology, NLR will provide the resources for members across the nation to connect to a fiber-optics network with supercomputing, storage and visualization capabilities suited to “big science” research. NLR will provide a national fiber-optic backbone linking research universities and laboratories at gigabit and higher speeds. The NLR initiative is a partnership formed by many leading research universities and corporate networking entities throughout the United States.

To create the NLR backbone, regional nodes will be positioned in major urban areas to form a trans-continental network. The regional nodes serve not only as a component of the NLR backbone but also as the regional access points to the NLR. In the mid-Atlantic region, Washington, D.C. is the major urban area. A node will be placed in the fiber carrier’s regional access point in Northern Virginia to create the Washington NLR node.

Virginia’s research universities have formed the Mid-Atlantic Terascale Partnership (MATP) to sponsor location of an NLR node in the area, to facilitate access to it, and to strengthen collaboration for combining computational resources and application support. Founding members of MATP include Virginia Tech, the University of Virginia, Old Dominion University, Virginia Commonwealth University, George Mason University, the College of William and Mary, (See STATE on 2) and helps move us forward, the right

Tech, Texas to create wireless simulator

By Lynn A. Nystrom

Officials at Virginia Tech and the University of Texas at Austin (UTA) have announced they have been awarded two three-year research grants from the National Science Foundation (NSF). The NSF awards provide combined funding of about $2 million for the project.

A fellow player smacking a sensor-equipped helmet might cause the system to show several data transfer. We are (See TECH on 2)

Electronic Theses/Dissertations Reach 5,000 Mark

By Julie Kane

Since 1997, graduate students at Virginia Tech have been required to submit their theses and dissertations (ETD’s) on-line. Although there are nearly 50 universities in the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD) that require ETD’s, Virginia Tech was the first to make it mandatory. Recently, the university approved its 5,000th ETD.

“Paper-based theses/dissertations normally would have received two or three hits a year,” said Karen DePauw, vice provost for graduate studies and dean of the Graduate School. “Now, the ETD’s are accessed hundreds of times by scholars all over the world.”

The 5,000th ETD is by Forrest McFeeters, formerly a Ph.D. student in the Department of Teaching and Learning. His dissertation is entitled, “The Effects of Individualism vs. Collectivism on Learner’s Recall, Transfer and Attitudes Toward Collaboration and Individualized Learning.” His study involved 108 graduate students from 20 countries around the world.

“I plan to publish articles based on my findings,” he said. “I intend to create more effective learning outcomes on the Internet for students in the future.” His advisor was Glen Holmes, former associate professor in teaching and learning at Virginia Tech.

A team composed of John Eaton, former associate provost for the Graduate School; Ed Fox, a professor in computer science; and Gail McMillan, director of Digital Library and Archives, began to work on the idea of ETD’s at Virginia Tech in 1993. The idea had been in the talking stages since 1987.

Eaton, who was credited with convincing the Tech faculty and graduate deans across the nation that ETD’s were the wave of the future said, “The submission of ETD’s is the wave of the future.” Eaton’s work on the project led him to become a pioneer in digital libraries.

Eaton has been working to convince his students, and committee members, to use digital libraries and publish electronically, and (See ELECTRONIC on 4)

Tech athletes test brain-injury monitoring system

By LiC. Crambley

When they played Texas A&M September 18, the Hokies became the first athletes in the world to test a new brain-injury monitoring system.

Every year in the United States, thousands of athletes suffer traumatic brain injuries and many die as a result. Virginia Tech researchers and sports medicine professionals have launched the monitoring project in an attempt to help prevent these injuries.

Stefan Duma, associate professor of mechanical engineering and director of the Center for Injury Biomechanics, developed the idea for the project in February after seeing a presentation about a new type of sensor system that can be used to record impacts to football helmets. The system, called HITs (Head Impact Telemetry System), is manufactured by SIMBIX, a company in Lebanon, New Hampshire.

After talking with SIMBIX president Rick Greenwald about HITs, Duma initiated a collaborative project with Gunnar Brodin, the head team physician, and Mike Gooforth, head trainer, both of Virginia Tech Sports Medicine. Brodinson is also on the faculty of the Edward Via Virginia College of Osteopathic Medicine, which became one of the sponsors of the project along with Sports Medicine and the Virginia Tech College of Engineering.

Over the past six months, the research team has developed a comprehensive study that combines the data from HITs with new methods for clinically evaluating brain trauma. Currently the project is in the pilot stage.

Each of four players’ helmets is fitted with six accelerometers, which measure impacts to the helmet in terms of “G,” or gravity, forces. During football games, the sensors transmit real-time impact data to a sideline computer system that keeps track of a range of head-impact data for each player wearing the HITs sensors.

“Football helmets receive a lot of impacts that will register but that don’t ‘indicate injury,’” said Bill Bussone, Duma’s graduate assistant. A fellow player smacking a sensor-equipped helmet might cause the system to show several G forces, for example. What the researchers are hoping to discover is the level at which impacts begin to result in injury and the cumulative effects of impacts.

Duma and Brodinson can read and evaluate the data on the spot while impacts are taking place. They plan to use the monitoring system during every Virginia Tech home game this season. In the coming year, Duma said, as many as 64 Hokies can be connected to the monitoring system simultaneously.

“There’s great potential for prevention of sports-related brain injuries,” Duma said, “but the lack of scientifically sound, evidence-based, (See ATHLETES on 4)
By Mark Owczarski

Students and administrators will build, and subsequently burn, a simulated residence-hall room as part of the university’s ongoing efforts to educate students during Fire Prevention Month.

The demonstration, organized by Virginia Tech’s environmental, health and safety department, will be held Friday, Oct. 24 at noon.

The replica room will be built by students from the ROTC program on the lawn in front of Dietrick Hall, located across the street from Cassell Coliseum. Heavener Hardware and Lumber in Blacksburg donated materials used to construct the simulated residence-hall room, and the Office of Residential and Dining Programs supplied the furnishings.

The Blacksburg Fire Department will assist in the demonstration and extinction of the fire after the room is fully engulfed in flames.

According to Clark Mitchell, fire-protection inspector at Virginia Tech, a typical residence hall room can be engulfed in flames in a matter of minutes. The objective of this event is to provide students, faculty and staff members with a graphic demonstration on how quickly fire can spread, Clark said.
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and associate member Oak Ridge Associated Universities.

The Virginia Tech Foundation, acting on behalf of MATP, is the NLR member representing Virginia, Maryland, and Washington DC.

Each MATP participant will share a portion of the cost commitment made by the foundation to ensure location of an NLR node in the Washington area and access by area institutions. VTP has appointed Ery Blythe, vice president for information technology at Virginia Tech, to serve on the NLR, Inc. Board of Directors. Blythe has been extensively involved in the detailed planning and development of the NLR initiative. Before its creation, he wrote several key papers outlining the research and experimental mission and charter for the proposed organization, and he has been instrumental in its organizational development.

Blythe said, “The purpose of MATP is to promote the research competitiveness of institutions in the region. The NLR infrastructure will provide an enabling experimental infrastructure for new forms and methods of science and engineering. The greater Washington area—Virginia and Maryland—needs to be an early player in this developing experimental network infrastructure, just as it was an early player in the emergence of the Internet.”
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many years away from being able to use wireless broadband devices in a ubiquitous manner, the software needed to simulate these future devices and networks must be created now,” Rappaport said.

He and his colleagues at the Wireless Networking and Communications Group (WNCC) at the University of Texas will work with Professors Naren Ramakrishnan and Srinidhi Varadarajan at Virginia Tech. The project is expected to involve six faculty members and 15 students between the two universities, and will yield a novel, public-domain software simulator that can replace actual hardware while emulating thousands of simultaneous wireless users on a national or international wireless network.

Virginia Tech’s recent thrust to develop a national-scale parallel computing cluster will be an important resource for the collaboration and was a key factor for the NSF awards. Varadarajan is an NSF Career Award recipient and recently was named the director of the Terascale Supercomputing Facility at Virginia Tech.

Within a few weeks, Varadarajan will announce the benchmarking number for the supercomputer he and his colleagues are creating, and it could be an impressive number if all goes as planned.

Hassan Aref, dean of the College of Engineering, explained the new supercomputer will be able to handle advanced research such as this cooperative NSF grant. The supercomputer will support “big-science” research.
Circle of Excellence holds inaugural retreat

To learn how they can play a greater role in shaping the future of Virginia Tech, close to 50 women—including alumni, university friends, faculty and staff members from across Virginia and several states—participated in the inaugural Circle of Excellence retreat this summer. The two-and-a-half day forum also provided university leaders with insight on the type of relationship women want to develop with the university.

A brainchild of Elizabeth Flanagan, vice president for Development and University Relations, the Circle of Excellence effort will continue to play a critical role in actively recruiting and engaging new university-wide initiatives of advancing the influence of women on Virginia Tech. “As a woman, I am particularly interested in the role of women—past, present and future—in molding a university that makes and will continue to meet the needs of our society,” Flanagan said.

Numerous opportunities for women to assume leadership roles, such as serving on advisory boards of committees and spearheading new university-wide initiatives abound, Flanagan said. With female enrollment on the rise, and projected to account for half of the university’s population by 2025, the retreat explored ways to keep women engaged in the academic and social life of Virginia Tech.

Several faculty members presented talks and workshops on their areas of expertise to illustrate the vitality and diversity of women on campus. Some of the speakers included Karen Torgersen, director of Undergraduate Admissions; Rachel Holloway, associate professor and department head of early childhood education, Lucinda Roy, alumni distinguished professor of English; H. Marie Suthers-McCabe, associate professor of small clinical sciences and director of the Center for Animal Human Relationships; and Bonnie Suthers-McCabe, associate professor of small clinical sciences and director of the Center for Animal Human Relationships, and Bonnie Suthers-McCabe, associate professor of small clinical sciences and director of the Center for Animal Human Relationships. Attendees were also asked to share ideas on how women can have the greatest impact. For more information, visit www.vpdur.vt.edu/circle.

Sewell elected to lead new equal opportunity and diversity commission

Edd Sewell, associate professor in communication studies, was elected chairperson of the new Commission on Equal Opportunity and Diversity in an orientation meeting last month. The commission began its work on September 8.

The Office of Multicultural Affairs will provide staff support services to the commission, working in collaboration with the Opportunity and Diversity in an orientation meeting last month. The commission began its work on September 8.

Sewell changes its name to VTabc

By Susan Trudloe

The Optical Sciences and Engineering Research Center (OSER) has changed its name to the Virginia Tech Applied Biosciences Center (VTabc). “The new name more accurately reflects the activities that have evolved at the center, our future focus, and our affiliation with this university,” said Director William Swanson.

OSER was established in 1999 as part of an agreement between Virginia Tech, the VTABC.

To learn more about the VTABC, visit www.vprdur.vt.edu/circle.

The following classified positions are currently available. Position details, specific application procedures, and closing dates may be found at the Personnel Services website at http://www.psvt.edu. Positions are also listed on the Job Line, a 24-hour recorded message service. For information on all job listings, call 1-5500. Several positions include state benefits. Positions with numbers beginning with ‘V’ are_tv_ure_sp_Nota_1, including state benefits. Individuals with disabilities desiring assistance or accommodation in the application process should call by 2 pm on Monday. An EEO/AAP employer committed to diversity.

FULL-TIME


PART-TIME


INSTRUCTIONAL

Biological/Chemical/Physical Chemistry, Department of Chemistry. Contact: John Morris, Department of Chemistry.
Chemistry, Department of Chemistry. Contact: T. Daniel Crawford, Department of Chemistry.
Computer Science, Department of Computer Science/Technology in Society. Contact: Karen Snider, Science and Technology in Society.
Biological, College of Science. Contact: Richard Walker, Department of Biology.
Department of Biology/Fralin Biotechnology Center. Contact: Molecular Biology Search Committee, Department of Biology/Fralin Biotechnology Center.
Tenure Track Faculty Position. Bradley Department of Electrical/Computer Engineering. Contact: W.L. Shultzman, Bradley Department of Electrical/Computer Engineering (011).
Computational Biology, Department of Biology. Contact: John Tyson, Department of Biology, (0406).
Tenure Track Faculty Position. Human-Computer Interaction, Department of Computer Science.
Contact: HCI Faculty Search, Computer Science, 660 McBryde.

NON-INSTRUCTIONAL

Postdoctoral Associate, Biology Department, Contact: Glenda Gillaspy, Department of Biochemistry.
Extension Agent, 4-H Youth Development—Craig County. Contact: R. Schmelke, Virginia Cooperative Extension, 121 Hutcheson, (9437).
Extension Agent, Food, Nutrition—Franklin County. Contact: Eleanor Schlenker, Virginia Cooperative Extension, 121 Hutcheson, (9437).
Associate/Assistant Director of Gift Planning, University Development. Contact: Wanda Dean, University Development, 201 Packard Building, (0336).
Assistant Registrar for Transfer. Office of the Registrar. Contact: Wanda Dean, University Registrar, 250 Explore Drive, (0336).
Engineering researcher taming wild chip

By Liz Crumbley

We delight in the way that each new generation of computers can perform increasingly complex tasks and operate at faster speeds—from surfing the Internet in real time to solving differential equations. But we must also realize that our gains come at a high price for the semiconductor industry in terms of more complex designs and tests for speedier computer chips.

Intel Corp. and the National Science Foundation (NSF) have turned to Michael Hsiao, associate professor of electrical and computer engineering at Virginia Tech, to help meet these challenges.

Hsiao is creating tools that will save time and improve accuracy in the design, testing and verification of computer chips. The tools will be useful throughout the semiconductor industry and could help keep down the future costs of chips—and computers.

Working with a $225,000 grant from NSF, Hsiao is developing graph-theoretic algorithms (problem-solving mathematical procedures) to reduce the time it takes to verify chips against design specifications.

“Semiconductor chips are becoming far more complex and about 70 percent of design time is currently consumed by verification,” Hsiao said. “We have already achieved an order-of-magnitude breakthrough toward our goal of reducing verification costs, and hope to have another breakthrough soon.”

Hsiao’s approach in the NSF-sponsored project involves using non-conventional methods to perform accurate and time-efficient exploration, a key step in design verification.

Intel has awarded Hsiao a $120,000 grant to work on testing high-performance chips.

Each Pentium chip is tested before it is shipped, Hsiao explained. Before the technology reached today’s high speeds, testing was not a significant problem. Higher “clock rates”—the speed at which computer chips process instructions—along with other design advances make chips more vulnerable to speed-related failures.

During the past 30 years, Intel has increased the clock rate of its computer chips from several MHz (megahertz—or million cycles per second) to a top speed today of three-GHz (gigahertz—or billion cycles per second). Intel’s Pentium 4 chip, for example, is designed to operate between two to three GHz.

“It’s already a daunting task to test a three-GHz chip. It is critical to ensure that each chip works at the correct processor speed and that it won’t fail at the rated clock,” Hsiao said. “But testing will become even more of a problem as Intel moves on to the next generation processor, which will operate at speeds greater than three GHz.”

Hsiao’s goal is to develop state-of-the-art algorithms and tools that will significantly decrease the time required to test the performance of each chip manufactured.

Risk of having suffered a concussion

Although Hokie football will be the groundbreaking arena for the monitoring system, Duma believes that this research can lead to advances in brain-injury prevention in a number of sports that pose the risk of head injury.

“One way we can collect data, we can reframe injury limits for the human brain,” Duma said. “To design better sports headgear, we need data on what types of mechanical loads and accelerations actually cause injuries.”

On Friday, Oct. 31 Virginia Tech will host the state-wide Virginia NACADA Drive-In Conference, a collaborative effort of Virginia Tech’s University Academic Advising Center, the Center for Academic Enrichment and Excellence, and the National Academic Advising Association. The conference will be at the Donaldson Brown Hotel and Conference Center from 8:30 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.

The conference is designed to be an economical way to offer access to quality advising professional-development opportunities. The conference will be a one-day, drive-in event including concurrent sessions, keynote addresses and other activities with the goal of enhancing advising knowledge and skills for individuals and increasing effectiveness of advising programs. Noreen Bailey Spencer, associate dean of the Pamplin College of Business Administration, and Ed Spencer, assistant vice president for student affairs, will co-present a session on “Understanding and Working with Millennials.” Elizabeth Creamer, associate professor in the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies, will present a concurrent session, “Explaining Student’s Resistance to Career Advice: An Interactive Exchange,” later in the day.

Elvey appointed assistant vice president for facilities

William M. Elvey has been appointed assistant vice president for facilities. Elvey joined the staff at Virginia Tech in September 1997 as director of Physical Plant following a career as a facilities operations officer in the U.S. Navy. Elvey holds a bachelor’s degree from Rice University and a MBA from George Mason University. He has most recently served as interim assistant vice president for facilities.

“Bill’s strong work ethic and service orientation, as well as his long experience in facilities management, have made him a strong member of the administrative team and I am pleased that he will continue to serve Virginia Tech is this key role,” said Raymond Smoot, vice president for administration and treasurer.

Electronic

allow the knowledge contained in these dissertations to become widely available,” Eaton said.

Virginia Tech’s effort to train the next generation of scholars to use electronic communication resources, and to develop software for electronic publication and retrieval of these and dissertations was supported by the U.S. Department of Education Fund for the Improvement of Post Secondary Education (FIPSE). Over a three-year period, FIPSE contributed over $200,000. Equipment, funding, and support have been provided by a number of businesses, universities, and governmental and educational organizations.

The network can be searched by word, author, title, or department. With university libraries having to live with reduced budgets, ETD’s cost is a fraction of the cost of printing and binding books. ETD’s do not take up shelf space, require extra personnel, and funds are not needed for additional copies. ETD’s do not need to be bound, and are available months sooner than paper documents.

Over the years, Virginia Tech has helped numerous universities to provide ETD’s on line. Currently, 161 universities around the world share their research through ETD initiatives and as members of the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations.

IAWA

The IAWA was established in 1985 by the International Association of Architects and Town Planners (IAP). The IAWA has as its primary goal the preservation of important monuments, buildings and cities.

The IAWA received a Women and Minority Lecture Series Grant to bring Lari to Blacksburg. Her lecture on Friday evening was titled “Preserving Pakistan’s Cultural Heritage.”

As the IAWA gears up for its 20-year anniversary in 2005, the organization is planning a conference and exhibition in Washington, D.C. Plans are being made to circulate the exhibit to high-profile locations around the world. To contribute to the IAWA or for more information about the organization, go to web site http://web.lib.vt.edu/AWIA/IAWA/

The IAWA was established in 1985 by the College of Architecture and Urban Studies and the University Library to collect and preserve work by women architects.